REASONS TO CHOOSE THE JABRA BT8040:

Plays music wirelessly
Radical design - weighing less than 10 grams
MultiPoint connects up to 8 devices - 2 at any one time
‘No hook’ wearing style - 3 ear gel sizes for ultimate comfort
Packed with audio power - combining the latest in DSP technology

Features and Specifications

- DSP (Digital signal processing) technology
- Active noise reduction
- Intelligent volume equalisation
- Acoustic shock protection
- MultiPoint connects up to 8 devices - 2 at any one time
- A2DP for streaming music
- ‘No hook’ wearing style - 3 different ear gel sizes included in the pack
- Less than 10 grams in weight
- Upto 6 hours talktime - upto 200 hours standby
- Auto pairing, answer/end call, voice dialing*, last number redial*, reject a call*, call hold/call wait*, mute, quiet mode
- Rechargeable battery with charging option from AC power supply or PC via USB cable
- Bluetooth 2.0 supporting headset - upto 10 metres range

* Phone dependent
Packed with Audio Power

The latest technologies combined - offering true audio excellence.

Active Noise Reduction - enhances the sound quality on the transmitted and received audio.

Intelligent Volume Settings - equalizes incoming audio volume – amplifying a quiet voice, reducing a noisy one.

Acoustic Shock Protection - protects the ear from loud, sudden noises.

e-SCO - improves voice transfer from headset to phone.

Small Radical Design
The BT8040 looks good and sounds even better - a small headset that makes a big design statement.

Play music wirelessly
On the move or in the office; BT8040 plays music from mobile phones, media players and PC’s*. Listen to podcasts or internet radio via A2DP – no need for headphones.

‘Generation III’ Jabra Ear Gel
A unique wearing style – no hook. The 3rd generation Jabra ear gel comes in 3 sizes – keeping ear and headset in perfect harmony.

* Requires Bluetooth connection

Quick start guide

Pairing the Jabra BT8040 to a Bluetooth mobile phone

Before you use your Jabra BT8040, you need to pair it with your mobile phone.

1. Your headset will automatically go into pairing mode when you turn it on the first time.
2. Set your Bluetooth phone to ‘discover’ the Jabra BT8040. Follow your phone’s user manual for Bluetooth connection.
3. Your phone will find the Jabra BT8040.
4. Your phone will then ask if you want to pair with it. Accept by pressing ‘Yes’ or ‘OK’ on the phone and confirm with the passkey/PIN = 0000 (4 zeros). Your phone will confirm when pairing is complete.

In case of unsuccessful pairing, repeat steps 1 to 3.

Manual pairing

You can manually put your Jabra BT8040 into pairing mode, if you want to pair with a second phone or Bluetooth device:

- Make sure the headset is off.
- Press and hold the answer / end button for approx. 5 sec. until the light turns solid blue.
- Set your Bluetooth phone to discover your headset as described above.